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[ 57] ABSTRACT 

Apparatus is disclosed for hydraulically placing a uniform 
gravel pack in a well around the exterior ofa perforate liner, 
and especially for forming uniform gravel packs in wells 
inclined from the vertical. The apparatus is comprised of a 
number of tubular members that can be axially assembled to 
form a stinger pipe that is attached to a conventional gravel 
packing tool and placed in the interior of the perforate liner 
during the gravel-packing operation. A plurality of ?exible, 
radial ?ow control baf?es are slidably mounted on the tubular 
members so that the assembled tool is axially movable within 
the liner, within a limited travel, and rotatable independent of 
the baf?es. 

6 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures 
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APPARATUS FOR GRAVEL-PACKING lNClLllNED WELLS 
This invention relates to the completion of wells in subter 

ranean formations, and more particularly to apparatus for 
gravel-packing the annulus surrounding a perforate liner in 
stalled in a well. 

Recoverable ?uids such as petroleum oil, gas and water are 
frequently found in subterranean formations comprised of un 
consolidated or loosely consolidated sand and sandstone. 
Also, some otherwise consolidated formations become incom 
petent when certain ?uids are produced from or injected into 
the formation. When such incompetent formations are 
pierced by a well and the connate ?uids therein removed, the 
loosely or weakly bound sand particles become dislodged and 
are entrained in the ?uid. The dislodged sand is ‘moved into 
?ow channels causing plugging and a reduction in permeabili 
ty of the formation. Further, sand can accumulate in the well 
causing plugging, and can be carried to the surface with the 
withdrawn fluid. These entrained particles cause severe ero 
sion of underground strainers and liners, the producing string, 
pressure control valves, pumps and ?ow lines. Oil produced 
from incompetent formations often requires special treatment 
to remove entrained sand, and substantial quantities of en 
trained sand can be deposited in production tanks causing 
cleaning and disposal problems. In extreme cases, suf?cient 
sand can be removed from the producing formation to cause it 
to collapse under overburden pressure resulting in loss of the 
well. Similar problems are encountered in the injection of 
water, gas and other ?uids into unconsolidated or loosely con 
solidated formations, or into formations which become incom 
petent upon injection of the ?uid. 
One conventional technique for completing a well in an in 

competent formation so as to substantially prevent entrain 
ment of earth particles into the well involves placing a per 
forate liner in the well at the lower end of a casing string, and 
to thereafter pack gravel of selected size around the exterior 
of the liner in the annular space between the liner and the for 
mation wall. The gravel can be hydraulically placed in the well 
annulus by circulating a suspension of the gravel in water or 
other liquid through the annulus so that the gravel is deposited 
therein. It is conventional practice to run the liner into the 
well on a special gravel-packing tool suspended on a running 
in string. The gravel-packing tool provides a ?ow crossover 
from the running-in string to the annulus through gravel ports 
in a port collar. The tool is suitably packed-off above and 
below the gravel ports. A stinger pipe extends downwardly 
from the gravel packing tool to a point just above the lower 
end of the liner and communicates at its upper end through a 
bypass passage in the tool with an outlet port at the upper end 
of the tool opening into the annular space between the 
running-in string and the well casing. The gravel suspension is 
pumped down the running-in string and through the tool into 
the port collar and then outwardly through the ports in the 
latter into the annulus between the formation wall and the 
upper end of the perforated liner, whereupon the suspension 
?ows downwardly on the exterior of the liner. The liquid in the 
well displaced by the in?owing suspension and the water or 
other gravel carrier liquid ?ows inwardly through the perfora 
tions in the liner and into the lower end of the stinger pipe, 
causing an upward ?ow through the stinger pipe which 
escapes through a bypass in the gravel‘packing tool into the 
annulus surrounding the running~in-string above the packers. 
This liquid is then returned to the surface through the annulus. 

Ideally, the suspension thus pumped into the upper end of 
the space between the liner and formation wall will gradually 
move downwardly displacing the liquid already in this space 
inwardly through the perforations in the liner. As the suspen 
sion reaches the bottom of the annulus, the carrier liquid also 
passes inwardly through the perforations in the liner, leaving 
the gravel progressively compactly packed in the annulus on 
the exterior of the liner, from the bottom of the well upward, 
until no more gravel suspension can be pumped into the upper 
end ofthe annulus. Unfortunately, this process often does not 
operate as desired, even in substantially vertical wells, result 
ing in the well annulus surrounding the perforate liner being 
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2 
only partially filled with gravel. One of the theories for such 
failure is that bridging of the gravel between the liner and the 
formation wall occurs at a point located a substantial distance 
above the top of the gravel bed, thus blocking further 
downward flow of the gravel suspension. After such a bridge 
occurs, the liquid in the suspension delivered into the annulus 
above the bridge escapes inwardly through the perforated 
liner and the annulus is progressively packed with gravel from 
the bridge upward, but leaving a void in the annulus below the 
bridge. In practice, a number of such bridges may occur in 
long liners, leaving a like number of voids in the annulus. 
Another problem encountered in the gravel-packing of 

wells is size segregation of the gravel within the annulus. Since 
gravity is the primary force causing the gravel to form a 
uniform pack, the larger and more dense particles settle faster, 
thus causing particle size segregation in the gravel pack. 
To overcome these problems, it has been proposed that 

?exible, radial baf?es be fixedly mounted at each joint of the 
stinger pipe, i.e., about each 30 feet, so as to divert the 
down?owing liquid outwardly into the annulus until a com 
pact gravel pack is formed from the bottom of the annulus up 
wardly. These baffles are slightly larger than the interior of the 
liner so that they are theoretically cupped upwardly as the st‘ 
inger pipe is inserted into the previously placed perforated 
liner, thus providing a liquid seal against the inner surface of 
the liner. As the annulus is progressively ?lled with gravel, the 
carrier liquid is diverted through the perforations in the liner 
at progressively higher elevations. When the level of gravel in 
the annulus builds up past a baf?e, the differential pressure 
across the baffle is increased causing it to be cupped 
downwardly, thus allowing liquid to ?ow downwardly past the 
baffle at relatively little pressure drop. 

However, while this embodiment of gravel-packing ap 
paratus has been used with some success, it is not universally 
effective in establishing uniform compact gravel packs, and 
the use of this tool introduces other problems. Speci?cally, in 
the operation of placing the gravel-packing tool in the well it is 
often necessary that the tool be moved up and down in the 
well short distances and rotated to perform various opera 
tions, such as locating the dogs on the tool that permit opening 
of the gravel ports. The baf?es, particularly with long stinger 
pipes, introduce sufficient friction that it is difficult to 
properly perform these necessary operations. Also, as the tool 
string is moved downwardly and then ulpwardly in positioning 
the dogs, the baf?es become cupped downwardly and are thus 
not effective in preventing liquid ?ow downwardly through 
the interior of the liner. Further, it is generally found that wells 
inclined at angles of 45° or more from the vertical cannot be 
successfully gravel packed, even with the use of the aforemen 
tioned gravel-packing tool. 

Accordingly, a primary object of the present invention is to 
provide apparatus that permits a compact, uniform bed of 
gravel to be hydraulically placed around the exterior of a per 
forate liner. Another object of the invention is to provide a 
gravel-packing tool having a baffled stinger pipe that can be 
readily positioned in the proper vertical location in the well. A 
further object of the invention is to provide a gravel-packing 
tool having a baf?ed stinger pipe that can be moved up and 
down axially in the well over a limited distance and rotated 
without effecting the seating of the baffles within the liner, A 
still further object of the invention is to provide a tool for 
gravel-packing wells inclined from the vertical, and particu 
larly for gravel-packing wells inclined at angles in excess of 
45° from the vertical. 
The manner of accomplishing the foregoing objects as well 

as further objects and advantages of the invention will be ap 
parent from the following description taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawings, wherein like numerals refer 
to corresponding parts, and in which: 

FIGS. 1 and la are diagrammatic vertical sectional views il 
lustrating the assembled gravel-packing tool of this invention 
in place in an inclined well penetrating an earth formation; 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged vertical sectional view of an upper por 
tion of the gravel-packing apparatus shown in FIG. B; 
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FIG. 3 is a horizontal sectional view taken along the line 3 
3 of FIG. 2 illustrating the gravel suspension ports in the port 
collar of the liner hanger and similar parts in the gravel 
packing tool; 

FIG. 4 is a side view of the tubular tool joint of this inven 
tion; 

FIG. 5 is a top view of the tubular tool joint illustrated in 
FIG. 4; 

FIG. 6 is a sectional view of the tool joint of this invention 
taken along the line 6-6 of FIG. 5; 

FIG. 7 is a top view of one embodiment of the diverting baf 
?e of this invention; 

FIG. 8 is a sectional view of this diverting baf?e taken along 
the line 8—8 of FIG. 7; 

FIG. 9 is a top view of another embodiment of the diverting 
baffle of this invention; 

FIG. 10 is a sectional view of the diverting baf?e illustrated 
in FIG. 9 taken along the line 10—l0 of FIG. 9. 

FIG. 11 is a top view of yet another embodiment of the 
diverting baf?e of this invention; and 

FIG. 12 is a sectional view of the diverting baf?e illustrated 
in FIG. 11 taken along the line l2—l2 of FIG. 11. 

Referring speci?cally to the drawings, FIGS. 1 and la show 
a well 10 penetrating an earth formation 12 at an angle 
inclined from the vertical. The upper portion of well 10 is 
cased down to the producing zone with tubular well casing 14, 
which is cemented in place in the well with cement l6, and the 
lower portion of well 10 can be underreamed, as illustrated, to 
provide a larger bore hole in the producing zones to contain 
the gravel pack. Tool assembly 20 is placed at the lower end of 
casing 14 by means of running-in string 22. Tool assembly 20 
includes a liner hanger 24 having a lead packer 26 on the 
lower end of which is connected a port collar 28 having gravel 
suspension ports 30. Suspended from port collar 28 by 
threaded connection 32 is a perforated liner 34 having per 
forations, such as the slots 36, throughout its length, the lower 
end of the liner either resting on the bottom of well 10 or 
being supported relatively close to the bottom. 
The liner hanger 24 is provided with wickered slips 38 

which, in FIG. I, are shown set against the inner surface of 
casing 14 so as to suspend the liner hanger and liner 34 from 
the casing. Lead packet 26 is also shown as having been set 
against the inner surface of well casing 14 to pack off the 
space between liner hanger 24 and the casing. As more clearly 
shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, liner hanger 24 is provided with inter 
nal threads 40 by which it is adapted to be engaged by an ex 
ternally threaded head 42 of gravel packing tool 44. This tool 
is suspended on the lower end of running-in string 22 on which 
said tool is run into the well and engaged with liner hanger 24. 
Alternatively, liner hanger 24 and gravel-packing tool 44 can 
be assembled on the surface and run into the well on running 
in string 22. Because of the diagrammatic nature of the 
drawings, the detailed structure of the various elements of the 
apparatus which permit slips 38 to be manipulated by manipu 
lation of running-in string 22 so as to set these slips in the cas 
ing 14 and cause lead packet 26 to pack off the space between 
the hanger and the casing are not shown. After these steps 
have been performed, the running-in string 22 may be set 
down with the head 42 supported on the upper end of liner 
hanger 24,‘ thereby ?rmly setting wickered slips 38 in the 
metal of casing 14. Head 42 is shown in this position in FIGS. 
1, la and 2. 
Gravel-packing tool 44 has a tubular downward extension 

46 which connects at its upper end with the head 42 and at its 
lower end with a sectionally assembled stinger pipe 48. The 
downward extension 46 of the tool 44 has an internal bore 50 
which extends upwardly through the head 42 and connects 
with the lower end of the running-in string 22. Tool 44 is pro 
vided with a wall 52 extending longitudinally in the bore 50 
which divides the space within said bore into a gravel suspen 
sion passage 54 and a liquid bypass passage 56. The passage 
54 connects at its upper end with the lower end of the running 
in string 22, and at its lower end communicates with gravel 
suspension ports 58, and passage 54 is closed by a wall 60just 
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4 
below said ports. The head 42 of tool 44 has a neck or sub 62 
which connects with the running-in string 22, the neck 62 hav 
ing a liquid port 64 with which the upper end of liquid bypass 
passage 56 connects. The lower end of said bypass passage 
connects with the bore 50 below wall 60, and thus commu 
nicates with the upper end of stinger pipe 48. 
The tubular downward extension 46 is provided with upper 

and lower double packers 66 and 68 which pack off the space 
between said tool on the one hand, and the liner hanger 24 
and port collar 28 on the other hand, just above and below the 
ports 30 of the port collar and the ports 58 of the gravel 
packing tool 44. These packers form a chamber 70 within the 
port collar 28 which connects the ports 58 of the gravel 
packing tool 44 with the ports 30 of the port collar. Thus, 
when a suspension of gravel in liquid is pumped down the 
running-in string 22, it is delivered through the passage 54 and 
ports 58 into the chamber 70 from which it ?ows outwardly 
through ports 30 into the space 72 between the formation wall 
and perforated liner 34. Hexagonal or similarly shaped port 
collar turning tool 76 is mounted on extension 46 immediately 
below lower packer 68. Tool 76, when properly positioned in 
port collar 28, permits the port collar to be rotated by rotation 
of running-in string 22, thereby opening or closing the ports 
30 depending upon the direction of rotation. 

Stinger pipe 48 is a jointed assembly of any desired length, 
and preferably extends substantially the length of perforated 
liner 34. The stinger pipe is comprised of alternate sections of 
the special tool joints 80 and short pup joints 82 connected by 
threaded couplings 84. Baf?es 90 are slidably mounted on tool 
joints 80, and the stinger pipe is provided with a tip piece 86 
having an open end. The tip piece is attached to the bottom 
pup joint by a threaded coupling 84. While the baf?ed stinger 
pipe of the present invention has been described in combina 
tion with a particular gravel-packing crossover tool and liner 
hanger, it is to be recognized that this invention can be em~ 
ployed in combination with any tool utilizing a stinger pipe in 
serted inside the perforated liner as a ?uid return means. 

FIGS. 4, 5 and 6 more speci?cally illustrate the tool joints 
80. These joints are relatively short tubular members provided 
at one end with male threads 100 and at the other end with an 
outwardly protruding, larger diameter receptacle 102 
threaded on its interior with female threads 104. The exterior 
surface 106 of the tubular member is machined to provide a 
uniform, close-tolerance outside diameter the length of the 
section extending between the threads 100 and the outwardly 
protruding shoulder 108 of receptacle 102. Preferably, the 
surface of the tubular section 106 is machined to an A/SA 
smoothness of 125 or less. Fluid-diverting baf?es 90 are 
adapted to slip ?t onto tool joints 80 as illustrated in FIGS. 1 
and la, and are free to move the length of tubular section 106. 
As illustrated in FIGS. 7 and 8, one embodiment of fluid 

diverting baf?es 90 are comprised of a rigid cylindrical inner 
hub 110 having a uniform, close-tolerance inside diameter 
slightly larger than the outside diameter of tubular section 
106, and an integral molded outer member 112, Outer 
member 112 is comprised of a hub portion 114 adapted to ?t 
over the cylindrical inner hub 110, and a substantially ?at, 
?exible annular ?ange portion 116 extending radially from the 
hub portion. The inner surface of hub 114 is bonded to inner 
hub 110 to provide a unitary structure. Outer member 112 is 
formed of resilient material, and is preferably formed of 
molded rubber exhibiting a Shore hardness of about 40 to 90 
on the A scale, although other resilient rubber and plastic 
materials exhibiting similar properties can be employed. The 
outer diameter of ?ange 116 is preferably selected so that it is 
slightly larger than the inside diameter of the perforated liner 
in which the baf?es are to be employed, In this manner, the 
baffles will be cupped upwardly on insertion into the liner, 
thus acting as a seal against down?owing liquid, and will be 
forced into a downwardly cupped con?guration as the dif 
ferential pressure increases, thus permitting liquid to ?ow 
downwardly around the baf?es without excessive restriction. 
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Another embodiment of ?uid diverting baf?e useful in the 
practice of this invention is illustrated in FIGS. 9 and T0. In 
this embodiment, rigid cylindrical hub 120 having a uniform, 
close~tolerance inside diameter slightly larger than the outside 
diameter of section I06 of tool joint 80 is provided with out 
wardly protruding lips 122 and 124 that serve to lock resilient 
member 126 into hub 120. Outwardly protruding member B26 
is adapted at one end to engage hub 120 and ?ares outwardly 
therefrom to bear against the inside of the perforate well liner. 
The ?at surface 128 at the most outwardly projecting portion 
of member 126 is adapted to engage the inner surface of the 
liner. Hub 120 and resilient member 126, in combination, pro 
vides a cuplike assembly adapted for slidable mounting on tool 
joint 80 so as to inhibit flow through the interior of the liner 
during the gravel-packing operation. This embodiment of 
?uid-diverting baf?e is mounted on tool joints 80 with the 
open cuplike end directed downwardly, so as to permit ?uid 
?ow past surface 128 when suf?cient differential pressure is 
applied to compress resilient member 126. 

FIGS. 11 and 12 illustrate yet another embodiment of ?uid 
diverting baf?e employing a hollow tubular construction. In 
this embodiment, rigid cylindrical hub 130 having a uniform, 
close-tolerance inside diameter slightly larger than the outside 
diameter of section 106 of tooljoint 80 is adapted for slidable 
mounting on the tool joint. Resilient member 132 having a 
hollow tubular construction is bonded to hub 130 to provide a 
?uid seal on the inside of the perforate liner. Resilient member 
132 is constructed with an outwardly protruding lip 134 hav 
ing a ?at surface 136 adapted to bear against the inner surface 
of the liner. The void within resilient member 132 can be ?lled 
with gas under slight pressure to effect a tighter seal between 
surface 136 and the inside of the well liner. 
The ?t of ?uid-diverting baf?es 90 onto tool joints 80 is 

critical. if the ?t is too tight, the tool joint is not free to move 
independently of the baf?es. With too loose of a fit, sand and 
other small particles can work between the hub of the baf?e 
90 and the tool joint, causing the baf?e to jam onto the tool 
and preventing free movement of the tool joint independently 
of the baf?es, or the baf?e can cock on the tooljoint causing it 
to jam. For best results, it has been found that the inside 
diameter of hub 110 should be 0.005 to 0.050 inch larger than 
the outside diameter of tubular section 106 of tool joint 80, 
and more preferably, between about 0.020 and 0.030 inch 
larger. 

Usually between 1 and 5 of the ?uid-diverting baf?es are in 
stalled on each tool joint, with 2 or 3 of the baf?es per joint 
being preferred in most applications. Tooljoints iii] must be of 
sufficient length to accommodate the desired number of ?uid 
diverting baf?es and to permit axial movement of the running 
in string and tool assembly suf?ciently to manipulate the liner 
hanger and gravel-packing tool. Thus, the length of tool joints 
80 depends in part on the particular liner hanger and gravel 
packing tool employed, and in part on the driller‘s preference. 
However, while tool joints of any desired length can be em 
ployed, tools having a constant diameter section 106 between 
about 3 inches and 3 feet in length are suitable for most appli 
cations. 

lt has been found that the spacing between the various sets 
of baf?es is critical, since at too great of a spacing the carrier 
liquid will pass into the liner prematurely, which promotes 
bridging in the annulus and prevents the formation of satisfac 
tory gravel packs. The maximum distance between the various 
sets of baf?es 90 required for satisfactory operation is depen 
dent in part upon the size of the liner perforations, the densi 
ties of the gravel and the carrier liquid, the viscosity ofthe car‘ 
rier liquid, the gravel size, and the injection rate. However, in 
most applications it has been found that the baf?es should not 
be placed more than about 10 feet apart, and are more 
preferably placed between about 2 and 10 feet apart, and even 
more preferably placed between about 5 and 8 feet apart. The 
spacing between adjacent baffles is determined by the length 
of pup joints 82 employed. Thus, it is preferred in most appli 
cations that the pupjoints be ofa length sufficient to maintain 
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the distance between adjacent sets of baf?es between about 5 
and 8 feet. 

in a typical application of the device of this invention, a well 
is drilled and cased to the top of a productive zone and the 
casing cemented in place in the well. The well is then drilled 
through the productive zone, which may be from a few feet to 
several hundred feet in thickness. The well can be under 
reamed in the productive zone to increase the space available 
for the gravel pack. Perforated liner of suf?cient length to ex 
tend through the productive zone is then assembled in the well 
and the liner hanger installed on the upper section of liner. 
This assembly is then run into the well on a running~in string 
and the liner hanger set against the casing. The gravel-packing 
tool is then installed on the running-in string and run into the 
well so that the stinger pipe extends substantially the entire 
length of the liner. ‘When the assembly is in place in the well 
bore, the gravel ports of the gravel-packing tool are then 
opened by manipulation of the running~in string. On insertion 
into the well liner, the baf?es bear against the upper protrud 
ing shoulder of the tooljoint, and are cupped upwardly due to 
the friction of the baf?e against the inside surface of the liner. 
When in this position, the running-in. string, gravel‘packing 
tool, and stinger pipe can be raised the length of travel of the 
tool joint and rotated independently of the baf?es. This per 
mits opening of the gravel ports and other operations by 
manipulation of the running-in string without affecting the 
positioning of the baf?es in the liner. 

After the assembly has been set and the gravel ports 
opened, slurried gravel is pumped down the running-in string 
and outwardly through ports 58, chamber 70 and ports 30 into 
the annular space 72 on the exterior of the perforated liner. 
The gravel is deposited in the well annulus and the carrier 
liquid passes through the perforations in the liner and into its 
interior. The liquid is returned back up the stinger pipe, 
through the bypass passage in the gravel-packing tool, into 
well annulus 74 surrounding the running-in string, and is ulti 
mately returned to the surface. 

Experimental model studies have shown that with a well 
inclined from the vertical at an angle of less than about 45°, 
the well annulus is packed from the bottom upwardly. How 
ever, if the well is inclined more than about 45°, the annular 
space 72 surrounding the liner is ?lled with gravel from the 
top downwardly except for a small higlrvelocity channel along 
the formation wall at the top of the annulus. Gravel is carried 
downwardly through this channel and progressively deposited 
at the lower face of the gravel pack. In this manner, the annu 
lar space is ?lled from the top downwardly, excepting for the 
high~velocity channel along the uppermost portion of the bore 
wall. When the annular space has ?lled from the top to the 
bottom, the high-velocity channel then quickly ?lls from the 
bottom upwardly. When this channel is full, the injection pres 
sure increases substantially and the operation is discontinued. 
The gravel ports on the liner hanger are then closed by 
manipulation of the running-in string, and the running-in 
string, gravel‘packing tool and stinger pipe are removed from 
the well. 

Various embodiments and modi?cations of this invention 
have been described in the foregoing description and 
drawings, and further modi?cations will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art. Such modi?cations are included within the 
scope of this invention as de?ned by the following claims. 

Having now described our invention, we claim: 
ll. Apparatus for forming a bed of granular material in the 

annulus of a well surrounding a perforate tubular liner, which 
comprises: 

tool means adapted for connection with a tubing string and 
placement in said well in sealable engagement with the in~ 
terior of said liner to separate said well into an upper and 
lower section and to provide ?uid communication 
between said tubing string and the well annulus exterior 
of the perforate liner and between the interior of the liner 
in said lower section of the well and the well annulus in 
said upper section; 
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a stinger pipe connected to said tool means and adapted to 
extend downwardly on the interior of said liner for con 
ducting ?uids from the interior of said liner to said tool 
means; and 

a plurality of annular yieldable baf?es slidably mounted at 
spaced intervals on said stinger pipe, each of said baf?es 
being adapted to offer substantial resistance to ?uid ?ow 
ing in said liner past said baf?es. 

2. The apparatus de?ned in claim 1 wherein said baf?es are 
mounted on said stinger pipe in groups of about 1 to 5 baf?es, 
and wherein said groups are spaced on said stinger pipe at in 
tervals of about 2 feet to l0 feet. 

3. The apparatus de?ned in claim 1 wherein the longitudinal 
movement of said baf?es on said stinger pipe is constrained to 
about 3 inches to about 3 feet. 

4. Apparatus for forming a bed of granular material in the 
annulus of a well surrounding a perforate tubular member, 
which comprises: 

tool means adapted for connection with a tubing string and 
placement in said well in scalable engagement with the in 
terior of said liner to separate said well into an upper and 
a lower section and to provide ?uid communication 
between said tubing string and the well annulus exterior 
of the perforate liner and between the interior of the liner 
in said lower section of the well and the well annulus in 
said upper section; 

a stinger pipe connected to said tool means and adapted to 
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8 
extend downwardly on the interior of said liner for con 
ducting ?uids from the interior of said liner to said tool 
means, said stinger pipe comprising threadably connected 
tubular members, alternate of said members having a 
uniform, close-tolerance outside diameter; and 

at least one annular yieldable baf?e slidably mounted on 
each of said tubular members having uniform, close 
tolerance outside diameters, said baf?es being adapted to 
make a yieldable sealing engagement with the interior of 
said liner whereby each baf?e offers substantial re 
sistance to ?uid ?owing in said liner past said baf?es. 

5. The apparatus de?ned in claim 4 wherein from about I to 
5 of said baf?es are mounted on each of said alternate tubular 
members, and wherein the uniform close-tolerance section of 
said tubular members is from about 3 inches to 3 feet in 
length. 

6. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein said baf?es are com 
prised of a rigid cylindrical inner hub having a uniform, close 
tolerance inside diameter slightly larger than the outside 
diameter of said tubular member, and an outer member 
molded of resilient material having a hub portion adapted to 
?t over said cylindrical inner hub and a ?exible annular ?ange 
extending outwardly from the hub portion, said hub portion 
being bonded to said cylindrical inner hub so as to provide a 
unitary structure. 

=l< * * * * 


